Dramatic music playing in background as pirate ship sails in ocean. Look out at top of mast signals crew. Pirate crew appear to be readying for battle with canon being loaded. Guns being shot from crew.

Another ship pirate ship appears and the first ship lowers its plank and the other ship’s captain walks across to ship number one. The two captains engage in a fight with a sword. First ship’s captain looses his arm in the sword battle. He is lowered into a small boat and taken to a medical facility.

At the hospital:

**OT:** Hi Captain Blackcrow. I’m an occupational therapist here to help you with your new hook prosthesis. Why don’t we start by you telling me how you feel?

**Captain Blackcrow:** This hook is useless and me leg. I can’t be a pirate any more. Can you help me?

**OT:** Sure I can teach you new ways of doing things.

**Captain Blackcrow:** What do OT’s do anyway?

**OT:** After an injury or an accident OT’s help you get your life back by enabling self-care such as bathing, toileting and grooming. We also enable activities of productivity such as chores, running errands and we help you get back to work. We also help you engage in leisure activities such as riding your bike, painting or engaging in physical activity. OT’s also work with diverse populations such as geriatrics, pediatrics, families and students. OT’s work with interdisciplinary teams of doctors, nurses, physiotherapists, social workers and researchers. OT’s work in many different areas such as hospitals, communities, schools, long term care, and rural areas. The scope of practice includes home assessments, wheelchair assessments, wound care, work adaptations, innovative rehabilitation and joint protection. Now let’s practice some skills you learned with your hook. Try lifting your cup with your hook like this.

**Captain Blackcrow:** *(He lifts his cup using his hook)* Argh.

**OT:** Now let’s see if you can move this pan on the stove. Give it a try.

**Captain Blackcrow:** *(He moves the pan on the stove)* Argh.

**OT:** Now let’s see if you can turn on the faucet.

**Captain Blackcrow:** *(He turns on the faucet with his hook)* Alrighty then.

**OT:** Before you can go home you have to be able to dress yourself.

**Captain Blackcrow:** Not in the presence of a lass. *(He dresses himself in his captain suit)* Argh.

*The OT takes the Captain on a home assessment by boat and as they arrive:*
**Captain Blackcrow:** Argh, me home, skull island.

*The OT has Captain Blackcrow get out of the boat and enter his home for the assessment:*

**OT:** Let’s see how you handle bathing in your tub. Here try using this bath brush so you don’t hurt yourself with the hook. *(Captain completes bathing task)* I’m going to recommend the installation of this grab bar, that climb was steep and a lift to help you get in and out of bed and a trolley to help carry your treasure.

**Captain Blackcrow:** Argh, miss you have been a big help.